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An Explanation 

This playset’s title comes from the carny-speak that professional 
wrestlers once used for secret communication. Kayfabe was a code-
word to keep the “marks” from knowing that they’re being 
“worked,” brother! 

http://www.bullypulpitgames.com/


The Score 
Setting in brief 
Professional wrestling is the greatest possible marriage of sports 
and theatre. At its best, it’s a live performance like no other 
combining unparalleled athleticism, dramatic storytelling, and 
audience participation. Unfortunately, it’s rarely at its best. Racism, 
misogyny, and other sheer stupidity often dominate storylines as 
performers backstab each other behind the scenes in petty and 
poorly thought-out power struggles. The product in the ring is a 
live-action comic book, but the backstage shenanigans are often 
more bizarre and cut-throat than any fake battle between a male 
stripper and an undead wizard. 

Movie Night 
Beyond the Mat 
Bigger, Stronger, Faster* 
Body Slam 
Card Subject to Change 
Fake It So Real 
Forever Hardcore 
Grunt: The Wrestling Movie 
Hitman Hart: Wrestling with Shadows 
The Last of McGuinness 
Lipstick and Dynamite: Piss and Vinegar- The First Ladies of Wrestling 
Nacho Libre 
Night & The City 
No Holds Barred 
Memphis Heat 
My Breakfast with Blassie 
Paradise Alley 
Ready to Rumble (Warning, this movie is TERRIBLE) 
Requiem for a Heavyweight 
Rikidozan: A Hero Extraordinary 
The Rise & Fall of ECW 
The Wrestler 



Carnie-Talk Glossary 
Angle: a fictional storyline that takes place at a wrestling show 

Babyface: a good-guy wrestler 

Blade: to intentionally cut yourself on the forehead to bleed for the 

audience 

Blow-off: the final match in an ongoing feud between two wrestlers 

Booker: the promoter of the show who decides which wrestlers win and 

lose their matches. They are often corrupt and out of touch with their 

audience 

Booked: when a wrestler is scheduled to perform on a show 

Botch: when a wrestler messes up a move, often in a hilarious fashion 

Broadway: a 60-minute time limit draw 

Brother: a term of affection between wrestlers 

Bump: when a wrestler falls on the mat or the ground 

Bury: when the promoters intentionally make a wrestler look like a chump 

to the audience 

Call it in the ring: when wrestlers improvise a match with no previous 

choreography, playing off of the live crowd’s reaction and making it up on 

the fly 

Card: a list of matches scheduled for the show 

Carry: the act of one wrestler guiding a less experienced or talented 

Wrestler through a match 

Champ: the wrestler in possession of the championship belt, which they 

defend in matches. They are usually the company’s biggest star 

Cheap heat: to incite a negative crowd reaction by doing something 

obvious, like making fun of their local sports team or calling the crowd a 

bunch of dumb rednecks 

Cheap pop: to kiss up to the crowd for an easy positive reaction 

Clean finish: to have a match end without any outside interference or 

underhanded tactics 

Color: the amount of blood spilled in a match 

Comeback: when the babyface recovers from being beaten up and takes 

control of the match 

Curtain jerk: the first match of the night 

Drop: to lose a championship title. 

Dusty finish: named after booker Dusty Rhodes, a Dusty finish is when a 

Babyface seems to win a match, only to have it reversed on a technicality 

Fall/Finish: the end of a match 

Finishing move: a wrestler’s big move that they use to win their match 

Foreign object: something brought into the ring to be used as a weapon of 

some kind 



Gas: steroids 

Gassed: to run out of breath or exhaust yourself in a match due to being 

overly muscled or out of shape 

Get over: to become popular with the audience 

Gimmick: the character portrayed by the wrestler 

Go home: finish what you’re doing and end the match 

Go over: to win a match 

Green: an inexperienced wrestler 

Ham & egger: a derogatory name for a lower-card journeyman wrestler 

who rarely wins 

Hardway: to open up a bleeding head wound without the use of a blade 

Heat: boos or overall negative reaction from the crowd; also animosity 

from other wrestlers backstage in the locker room or the office 

Heel: a bad-guy wrestler 

High Spot: a move off the top rope or that is usually perceived as 

dangerous by the audience 

Hooker/Shooter: a wrestler trained in painful, holds that can cause actual 

injury 

House: the amount of money made that night from paying audience 

members 

Job, job out: to habitually lose, to be a professional loser 

Juice: blood 

Kick-out: when a wrestler powers out of a pinning predicament before the 

count of 3 

Main event, main-eventing: the final and most important match of the 

night, featuring the biggest stars in the company 

Marks: the wrestling fans who don’t know what’s happening behind the 

scenes 

Mechanic: a wrestler used to feud with a future Main-Eventer to get them 

ready for the spotlight that isn’t intended to get over themselves 

Mouthpiece: a manager that talks on behalf of a wrestler who is less 

entertaining on the microphone 

Muta scale: Named after an infamous match between the Great Muta and 

Hiroshi Hase, this metric for measuring the overall blood loss in a match 

goes from 0.0 (no blood) to 1.0 (way more blood than you’re comfortable 

with, honest) 

No-sell: to react to another wrestler’s moves and make their offense seem 

weak and ineffective 

Over: when a wrestler is popular with the audience 

Oversell: to cartoonishly show too much of a reaction to an opponent’s 

offense 



Paper: to give away free tickets to an event to make the arena look full on 

TV 

Pinfall: when a wrestler’s shoulders are pinned to the mat for a count of 3 

seconds 

Plunder: weapons 

Potato: hitting a real strike, usually to the face 

Promo: talking on the microphone to promote an upcoming match, 

challenge an opponent, or otherwise address the crowd 

Push: to be presented as a top-level talent to the audience, usually by 

winning matches and championships 

Referee: the official allegedly in charge of enforcing the rules of a match 

and declaring the winner 

Repackage: to give a wrestler a new gimmick 

Rest hold: a stalling move used to let the performers catch their breath 

during a match 

Rib: a “hilarious” practical joke played by a wrestler 

Ring general: an experienced wrestler, able to control the match 

Ring psychology: the art of performing inside the ring in a way that 

makes the audience invest emotionally and suspend their disbelief. 

Ring rat: a wrestling groupie 

Rub: the act of associating a wrestler with a more popular performer so 

they get over 

Screw-job: an unfair or controversial finish that takes advantage of a 

wrestler 

Sell: to react to another wrestler’s moves and make it look like a real fight. 

Shoot: when a wrestler goes “off script” and starts fighting for real or 

makes candid comments 

Smart marks: the wrestling fans who THINK they know what’s 

happening behind the scenes 

Stiff: to use excessive force and make moves actually hurt 

Squared circle: the wrestling ring 

Swerve: a sudden plot-twist that surprises the audience 

Tag team: a pair of wrestlers who compete against another team in the 

ring, taking turns in the ring 

Take a powder: to be ejected physically from the ring by an opponent 

THE BUSINESS: the sport of professional wrestling. 

Vignette: a skit performed either backstage or on a different location to 

present your character to the audience 

White heat: when the audience no longer loves to hate you, but actually 

wants to cause you bodily harm 

Workrate: the overall technical quality of the wrestling in the ring 



Relationships... 
A Well let me tell you something, Brother! 

 a The mega-powers collide as the top talents fight 

 b Best friends, better enemies 

 c We busted our asses together in the indie territories,  

now the whole world is watching 

 d Since we can’t punish the champ, we’re punishing YOU 

 e Traveling partners, married to the road  

 f Rookie sensations, eager to make an impact 

B Wait, are y’all ACTUALLY brothers? 
 a Samoan “savages,” and proud of it 

 b Third-generation superstars 

 c Our CHARACTERS are siblings, but WE aren’t. 

 d WE’RE siblings, but our CHARACTERS aren’t. 

 e Trying to earn my daddy’s love 

 f A son/daughter, paying for the sins of the father/mother 

C What’s best for Business 
 a The face of the company 

 b Punished for getting themselves over with the crowd 

 c Creative has nothing for you 

 d Jumping ship to another company 

 e You can’t fire me, I quit! 

 f This guaranteed contract says I get paid, no matter what. 

 



D Sometimes love feels just like a piledriver 

 a Dating a fellow wrestler 

 b Paranoid to the point of insanity 

 c You can’t “control your man/woman” 

 d The champ nailed my significant other, and I got fired! 

 e Always on the road/long-distance relationship 

 f Married into the boss’ family 

E Backstage Politics 
 a Professional jealousy 

 b Pushed down the crowd’s throats at the expense of another 

 c Working while hurt 

 d Abuse of power 

 e Out of touch with the fans 

 f The booker and their “pet project” 

F In this very ring... 
 a A has-been and a never-will-be 

 b Mentor and protégé 

 c Jerking the curtain 

 d The crowd loves you, but management thinks you suck 

 e Main-event talent 

 f Part-time talent, hogging the spotlight 

...in this very ring 



Needs... 
A To win 
 a .The big gold belt. 

 b .The love of the fans. 

 c .The respect of the locker room. 

 d .In a behind the scenes power play. 

 e .Fame and fortune. 

 f .On the grandest stage of them all. 

B To get real-famous,  

not just wrestling-famous 
 a .By recording an album 

 b .On a reality show 

 c .In a series of direct-to-DVD action movies 

 d .By leaving fake fighting for mixed martial arts 

 e .By becoming a standup comedian 

 f .Through using (and abusing) social media 

C To get AWAY  
 a .Leaking gossip to the dirt sheets 

 b .With smoking this weed 

 c .Hiding how fucked up you are right now 

 d .With this new gimmick 

 e .From the people that are looking for you 

 f .With MURDER! 



D To FIND 
 a .A way out of this business 

 b .A significant other that understands “the business” 

 c .A quick buck 

 d .A new catchphrase that will get you over 

 e .A way to get more TV time 

 f .A friend backstage who’ll have your back 

E don’t get hot, I’m just 
playing a rib. 
 a .Feed them their own pet as a trick 

 b .Take a crap in their bag 

 c .A crank phone-call, gone horribly awry 

 d .Secretly drug a fellow wrestler 

 e .The local cops are in on it 

 f .It’s funny because I destroyed your personal property 

F To get revenge 
 a .For being held back by the booker 

 b .By sabotaging the show 

 c .For a slight against your father or mentor 

 d .On your former tag team partner 

 e .On the crowd for turning their back on you 

 f .On your “enemy” in the storyline 

...in this very ring 



Locations... 
A Just arrived in town 
 a .The airport 

 b .Waffle House 

 c .The hotel bar 

 d .The gym 

 e .A flea-bag motel 

 f .S.O.B. (either a son of a bitch OR a sexually oriented business) 

B ON the Road 
 a .A rest stop 

 b .Lost…utterly lost 

 c .A small town in the middle of nowhere 

 d .On the open road 

 e .Across the border 

 f .In the car 

C Backstage at the arena 
 a .The locker room 

 b .The booker’s office 

 c .Behind the curtain 

 d .The backstage interview set 

 e .The parking lot 

 f .The production trucks outside 



D The house 
 a A papered event, where tickets were literally given away 

 b A bored crowd, entertaining themselves 

 c A sold-out crowd, eating out of your hand 

 d Tons of kids, cheering for their hero 

 e Bloodthirsty fans, cheering for carnage 

 f Smart mark fans, rebelling against the show’s booking 

E Ringside 
 a The merchandise table 

 b The entrance ramp 

 c The “hard camera” pointed at the ring 

 d Coming out of the crowd 

 e The announcers’ table 

 f Under the ring 

F making the next town 
 a Driving under the influence 

 b Defending the business against a drunk “tough guy” at  

the local bar! 

 c Listening to stories from the old-timers 

 d Arrested for outstanding warrants 

 e You’re not booked tonight 

 f Scoring a fix from a fan 

...in this very ring 



Objects... 
A Personal Demons 
 a .Steroids 

 b .Muscle relaxers 

 c .Booze 

 d .Divorce papers 

 e .Naked selfies 

 f .Ring rats  

B The Real World 
 a .A rental car 

 b .Luggage 

 c .A fanny-pack full of secrets 

 d .T-shirt with your own face on it 

 e .A cell phone 

 f .A business-casual outfit 

C Weapons 
 a .A poisonous snake 

 b .A steel folding chair 

 c .Barbed wire 

 d .A 30-foot-tall ladder 

 e .A folding table 

 f .’Roid rage 



D Information 
 a Who's nailing who? 

 b An overheard conversation 

 c The drunken ramblings of a crusty old veteran 

 d The booking sheet 

 e A hookup for pills 

 f What the backstage clique is really up to 

E Gimmicks 
 a Your hillbilly death-cult 

 b A chicken costume 

 c Bedazzled assless chaps 

 d Face paint 

 e A luchador mask 

 f An Indian headdress or other racist attire 

F Wrestlecrap 
 a I have unholy magical powers! 

 b A dance-off 

 c Wow, that’s super racist! 

 d A fake wedding 

 e A D-list celebrity cameo 

 f Your character has an unlikely day-job 

...in this very ring 



A (setting) 

Insta-Setup 
Relationships in your setting 
For three players... 

 - Best friends, better enemies 

 - Creative has nothing for you 

 - We’re not siblings, but our CHARACTERS are. 

For four players, add... 

 - The champ nailed my girl, and I got fired! 

For five players, add... 

 - A has-been and a never-will-be  

Needs in your setting 
For three players... 

 - To Win. . . Fame and fortune.  

For four and five players, add... 

 - Don’t get hot, I’m just playing a rib. . . A crank phone-call, 
gone horribly awry 

Objects in your setting 
For three or four players... 

 - What the backstage clique is really up to 

For five players, add... 

 - A fanny-pack full of secrets 

Locations in your setting 
For three, four, or five players... 

 - ’Roid rage 



Tilt table 
A Mayhem 
 a An out-of-control rampage 

 b A frantic chase 

 c A dangerous animal (perhaps metaphorical) gets loose 

 d Magnificent self-destruction 

 e Cold-blooded score-settling 

 f Misdirected passion 

B Tragedy 
 a Death, out of the blue 

 b Somebody’s life is changed forever, in a bad way 

 c Pain, followed by confusion 

 d Death, right on time 

 e Confusion, followed by pain 

 f Death, after an unpleasant struggle 

C Innocence 
 a Somebody is not so innocent after all 

 b A neighbor wanders into the situation 

 c The wrong guy gets busted 

 d Collateral damage 

 e Love rears its ugly head 

 f A well-meaning stranger intervenes 



D Guilt 
 a A visit from the (perhaps official) authorities 

 b Betrayed by friends 

 c Somebody develops a conscience 

 d Greed leads to killing 

 e Someone panics 

 f A showdown 

E Paranoia 
 a A stranger arrives to settle a score 

 b What seems like dumb luck isn’t – things are afoot 

 c Two people cross paths and everything changes 

 d A sudden reversal (of status, of fortune, of sympathy) 

 e The thing you stole has been stolen 

 f Somebody is watching, waiting for their moment 

F Failure 
 a A stupid plan, executed to perfection 

 b Something precious is on fire 

 c A tiny mistake leads to ruin 

 d A good plan comes unraveled 

 e You thought it was taken care of, but it wasn’t 

 f Fear leads to a fateful decision 

...in this very ring 
 


